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P.7 SOCIAL STUDIES AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION  
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FOR  
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Read the following instructions carefully:  

         

                  
1. The paper has two sections: A and B.      
2. Section A has 40 questions (40 marks)  

                  
3. Section B has 15 questions (60 marks).      

  
4. Answer all questions. All answers to both      
  Sections A and B must be written in the  

 Spaces provided.  
                  
5. All answers must be written using a blue or      black 

ball point pen or ink. Diagrams should      be drawn in 

pencil.    

FOR EXAMINERS’ USE ONLY  

  

 

Qn No.        MARKS        SIGN.  
1 – 10    

11-20    

21-30  
  

31- 40  
  

41 - 43  
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                 6. 

 Unnecessary alteration of work may lead to     

 loss of marks.  
                  
7.  Any handwriting that cannot easily be   

 read may lead to loss of marks.     

   
                 8. 

 Do not fill any thing in the boxes.        

 They are for examiner’s use.  

                  

  

44 - 46    

47 - 49  

  
  

50 - 52    

53 – 55  
  

TOTAL    

SECTION A  

1. Apart from milk, mention any one product of goats.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

2. State any one way the independence of Eritrea affected Ethiopia’s geographical 

location.   

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

3.   Why are symbols, signs and colours used on a map instead of real objects?  

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

4.   Name any one founder member of the East African Community in 1967.  

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

5.   Why do we need cooks in our school?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

6.   Why are hotels constructed at tourist sites?  

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

7.   Why should enumerators count people carefully during a national census?   

 ___________________________________________________________________  
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8.   State any one duty of the speaker of parliament.   

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

9.   How was the Union Jack treated on 9th October 1962 at Kololo?   

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

10.  Why is Dr. Kwame Nkrumah remembered in the Africa’s history?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

11. Compare Mt. Kilimanjaro and Atlas ranges in terms of formation.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

12. Give any one reason why farmers should know the type of soil in their locality.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

13. Mention the method used to choose political leaders in a country.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

  

14. Give any one factor that may lead to the use of air transport though it is expensive   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

15. Name any one example of traditional fishing methods used in East Africa.   

 ______________________________________________________________

_____  

16. State any one disadvantage of having a very large family.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

17. State one reason why Uganda sends her troops to Somalia.  

        __________________________________________________________________  

18. Mention any one symbol of Uganda as a nation that is found on the Uganda 

national coat of arms.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  
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19. State any one way in which some people in Africa were politically organized.  

 ______________________________________________________________

_____ 20.  Give any one sign of modern democracy in Uganda.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

21. Etoko was going to school in the morning and he saw his shadow in front of him.  

In which direction was his school?  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

22. For what reason is the cement factory located in Tororo than Mukono?  

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

23.  Name the country where the 2019 AFCON tournament took place.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

24. State one way in which education to Africans was important during the struggle 

for their independence.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

25. Give any one reason why very few people in Uganda use internet to access 

information.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

26. Write the organ of government that is in charge of interpreting the national 

constitution.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

27. State any one factor that may have caused the Great Trek.  

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

28.    How has NAADS programme improved the livelihood of rural farmers in Uganda.  

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

29.  What cause change in seasons?   
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  ___________________________________________________________________  

30.  How was R. Nile responsible for the coming of explorers to Uganda?   

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

31.  Name the early migrants who introduced pet names in Uganda.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

32.  Mention the political party that led Uganda to independence.  

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

33.  How has Fort Jesus remained important to the people of Kenya today?  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

34.  State any one reason why Multi-purpose river projects are important in Africa.   

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

35.  Mention any one example of human basic needs.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

For questions 36 -40, attempt either Christianity or Islam but not both   

36. Either:  Name the Angel that appeared to Zechariah in the temple.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

  Or:   Name the Angel that appeared to Prophet Muhammad in the cave of   

Hira.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

37. Either:  Give any one reason why the people of Nazareth rejected Jesus.   

                         ________________________________________________________  

 Or:   How is Ramathan important in Islam?  

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

38.  Either:  Name the group of foreigners who spread Christianity in Africa.   
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 ___________________________________________________________________  

 Or:   Name the group of foreigners who spread Islam in Africa.   

  ___________________________________________________________________ 

39.  Either:  How is lent important in Christianity?  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 Or:   Give any one reason why Prophet Muhammad was rejected in Mecca.  

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

40.  Either:  Who wrote the Pentateuch?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 Or:   Which prophet received the Tauret?  

 

 ______________________________________

_____________________________ SECTION B  

41. (a)  What is migration? ______________________________________________  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (b) Give any two causes of early ethnic migrations in Africa.   

  (i)_________________________________________________________________  

  (ii)________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  How did the thick forests affect the early ethnic migration?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

42. (a) Mention the new name of the Organisation of African Unity.  

              _______________________________________________________________  

(b) Name the current chairperson of the Commission of the body you have 

mentioned in (a) above.  

  

 

(c) State any two reasons why the above Organisation was formed.  
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(i) ___________________________________________________________  

(ii) __________________________________________________________  

43. (a)  Mention the major cash crop grown at Gezira irrigation scheme.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  Which method of irrigation is majorly used at the Gezira?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  State any two reasons why most people in Uganda grow crops on small  

Farms.  

  (i)_________________________________________________________________  

  (ii)________________________________________________________________  

44. (a)  State the major cause of refugees in Africa.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  State one way in which natural disasters affect people.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Mention any two ways in which UNHCR helps refugees in Uganda. 

   (i)___________________________________________________________  

    (ii)__________________________________________________________  
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45. Study the map of Africa below and use it to answer questions that  

 

  

 (a)  Name the prevailing winds marked;   

 (i) a__________________________________________________________  (ii) 

b__________________________________________________________  

  (b)  Why does the river marked C carry a large volume of water to the ocean?  

 ___________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Use letter P to show the River Benue on the map above.   

46.  (a)  Name any one method of administration that was used during colonial days  

in Uganda besides direct rule.  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  State any two reasons why the above named method was used in Uganda.   

 (i)_________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Which British official introduced indirect rule Tanganyika after World War one?                

______________________________________________________________   (d) 

Write any one positive effect of colonial rule in Africa.   

             ____________________________________________________________ 

47.  (a)  Mention any one factor of climate that affects human activities.  

follow.     

    

b     

                                                       c   

                  N   

a   
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            _____________________________________________________________  

 (b)  State any one way people affect the climate positively.  

            ___________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Why are most game parks in Africa found in Tropical zones?  

             ___________________________________________________________  

  (d)  Apart from tourism, mention any one activity carried out in Tropical 

climate  Zones.  

            _____________________________________________________________  

48.  (a)   State one way in which Dr. David Livingstone was similar to Sir. William    

Wilberforce during colonial era.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

(b) Give any one reason why some Africans liked slave trade in East Africa.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

(c) State any two negative effects of slave trade in East Africa.  

(i) ________________________________________________________________  

(ii) _______________________________________________________________  

49.  (a)  What are economic activities? _____________________________________  

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  State any two examples of economic activities done by the people of  Uganda.   

  (i) ________________________________________________________________  

 (ii) ________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Give any one way poor roads may affect people’s activities.   

        _______________________________________________________________ 

50.  Match A with B carefully:  

    List A      List B   

(i) Lake Victoria     Faulted lake  

(ii) Lake Albert     lava dammed lake   

(iii) Lake Bunyonyi    crater lake  

(iv) Lake Katwe          down warped lake  

(i) Lake Victoria _____________________________________________  

(ii) Lake Albert ______________________________________________  

(iii) Lake Bunyonyi ____________________________________________  

(iv) Lake Albert _______________________________________________ 

For questions 51-55, answer either Christianity or Islam but not 

both 51.  Either:   
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  (a)  What is success? ________________________________________________                   

_____________________________________________________________          (b)   

State any two factors that may lead to someone’s success today.  

                 (i) ____________________________________________________                

(ii) ____________________________________________________  

(c) State any one factor that contributes to the candidate’s failure today.  

               __________________________________________________________  

  Or:   (a)  Define Failure. _____________________________________________  

                      __________________________________________________________                 

(b)  State any two factors that contribute to the failure of candidates today.  

                        (i) _______________________________________________________                         

(ii) ______________________________________________________                 (c)  

What might be causing the failure of some candidates in your class?  

                        _________________________________________________________  

     EITHER:  (a)  What is Holy Matrimony?  __________________________________                             
_______________________________________________________  (b)  Give any one 
sign of church marriage.  

________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Why do Christians marry?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

(d) When is a true Christian allowed to re-marry?  

               _______________________________________________________________ 

Or:  (a)  What is Nikkah? ____________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  Give any two signs of Nikkah in Islam.   

(i)________________________________________________________________ 

(ii)________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Why do Muslims perform Nikkah?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

53. Either:   (a)  Define Authority. ______________________________________  

               __________________________________________________________  

(b)  State any one way in which God’s people make use of their authority to rule 

others.  

        _____________________________________________________________  

 (a)  Mention any two types of authority.  
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(i)____________________________________________________________  

(ii)____________________________________________________________  

 Or:  (a)  Give any two examples of bad emotions.  

(i)________________________________________________________________ 

(ii)________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  State any two ways in which a faithful Muslim can overcome bad emotions.  

(i)________________________________________________________________  

(ii)________________________________________________________________  

54. Either:  “you are the Messiah, the son of the living God.” (Acts 12:22-23)   

 (a)  Who said the above words?   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  Name the person being talked about.   

  ___________________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Mention any two miracles of the person named in (a) above.  

  (i)________________________________________________________________ 

(ii)________________________________________________________________ 

Or: (a)   Name any two caliphs in Islam.  

(i)________________________________________________________________ 

(ii)________________________________________________________________  

 (b)  State any two roles of caliphs in Islam.   

(i)________________________________________________________________ 

(ii)________________________________________________________________  

55.  Either:  (a)   Mention any one form of worship in ATR.  

(i)________________________________________________________________ 

(b) State any one similarity between ATR and Christianity.  

     ______________________________________________________________ 

(c)  State any two differences between ATR and Christianity.  

(i) _______________________________________________________  

    ____________________________________________________________  

(ii) _______________________________________________________  

     ___________________________________________________________    

Or:   (a)  Mention any one form of worship in ATR.  

                 ____________________________________________________________ 

(b) State any one similarity between ATR and Islam.  
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      ______________________________________________________________  

 (c)  Give any two differences between ATR and Islamic faith.  

(i)________________________________________________________________  

(ii)________________________________________________________________  
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